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ABSTRACT
If blacks are to have any hope of success in

producing favorable social and political change, they must be
extremely wary of having too narrow a focus. Blacks cannot waste time
in the search for ideological purity, closing out those who happen
not to agree on every detail of a specific program. Blacks, together
with the other oppressed groups of society, must recognize that the
agenda is no less comprehensive than life itself. Education is the
focus of this essay, but clearly there are myriad relationships
between educational issues and those which are usually considered
beyond the scope of a paper on education. Faced with the failure of
the public schools and the concomitant continual hostility,
insensitivity, or apathy, many blacks have decided that retreat and
surrender or individualistic effort are the only courses open. Equal
opportunity in education will not beccae a reality overnight--even if
funding increases drastically, even if the busing question is
equitably resolved, even if teacher training is improved, even if
admission to college is guaranteed to all who wish to apply. Suffice
it to say there is work to be done and work enough for everyone who
seeks to forward the twin causes of quality and equality. [Parts of
this document will not be clearly legible on reproduction due to the
print quality of the original.] (Author /JM)
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SUPVIuAL ASI.: II: 717.T1 IT WIMPS IVY

For the past several years, in black corraunities across the country,

there has been a good 02a1 of rhetoric about black genocide. Depending

upon the ccrmunity or the persons who were talking, the genocide was either

physical, educational or psychological Simultaneously, in these same con

munities, significant voices were calling for "calnunity control," "nation-

anZ the development of plans for 'black survival." It wasand

for that natter still is a time of turroil and apprehension. Perhaps because

of this it became a practice of too many to attach labels to almost every

Black along the spectrum of ideology? revolutionary, militant, Uncle Torn,

liberal, conservative, oreo, integrationist, rant Sarah, separatist, zebra,

colored, Pegro, ad infinitum. Ideological and philosophical battles in-

volving the most minute distinctions, differences and nuances have consumed

the brains time and energy of sane of the best minds in the black caTmunity.

In its most bizarre manifestation, Blacks of acialowlelged conitrent,

leadership ability and brains spent months mposing other Blacks with similar

qualities over minor roints of ideological difference. Less obvious, but

no less debilitating, was the state of affairs there Blacks became im-

mobilized as they looked inward and conterolatecl their navels, as it were,

in agonizing attempts at introspection. The rhetoric of "blacker than thou,"

the ideological labeling, the llithdrawal into a world of black fantasy are

ultirlately suicidal tactics. They distract attention from the very serious

business of analyzing current ,developments which are inimical to the interests

of Blacks and other minorities. They divert energy from the critical tasks

of planning effective strategies to achieve equal rights for all minority

citizens--and indeed to assure their very survival.
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If Blacks are to have any hope of success in negotiating the troubled

waters of conservative anl racist reaction to the limit& gains and small

victories a.chievel in recent years, they must be eri...rernely wary of having

too narrow a focus.. Limited vision, whether it concerns people or issues,

is a very real danger. First, Blacks cannot waste time in the search for

ideological purity, closing out brothers, sisters and potential allies who

happen nct to agree on every detail of a specific program. Even as dialogue

continues in tha hope of reaching consensus, options must be maintained

for individuals to speak and act. In a crisis, every weapon, every vehicle,

every tool rust he pressed into service,. the ragtag army 'nay accomplish

its goals, vfnile the larger battalion waits, fearful of movirr until it is

sure of ideological uniformity. Second, Blacks, together T./ith the other

oppress& groups of society, must recognize that the agenda is no less cat-

prehensive than life itself. Come issues may appear more urgent at some

tines than at others , but it would be a fatal mistake to see only individual

trees and lose sight of the forest. It is not possible to discuss housing

without considering employnent, education in isolation from the political

system, or health and welfare while disregarling the war. Education is the

focus of this essay, hut, clearly there are erxlless and complex relationships

between educational. issues and those which are usually considered beyond

the scope of a paper on education. It would be infinitely more comforting

if one could, with a sense of optimism, address hinself to the positive

achievements and prcnisinci develor tents in the romican educational system.

Unfortunately, like too !many other aspects of the societyhousing, employ-

ment opportunities, transportation, health car -the rablic schools and much

of post-high school education are in disarray.

a
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THE PUDLIC sanOLS

It is not an overstaterent to suggest that the public schools which are

supposed to serve the poor of this country reek with the odor of failure,

despair, apathy and violence, with the result that far too many of these

schools, particularly in the rural south and the urban north, are suf-

focating and choking. The litany of problems is too familiar to require

recounting here: drop-outs, gangs, functionally illiterate "graduates,"

drucrs, the crushing of cheerful curiosity, the deadening of the ability

and will to learn. Parents send their children to school with high hopes,

but when, faced with the continual failure of their children, they ask the

schools what is wrong, they are told to go home and mind their am business.

Confronted by continual hostility, insensitivity or apathy, many Blacks

have decided that retreat and surrender are the only courses open: they will

do what they can for their own children, but for all those others, there is

no more energy or tire. Others may be seduced by the analyses of scholars

and social diagnosticians, the Jensens and the Shockleys, who indicate that

not much can be expected from people who are genetically inferior.
1

Those

who have a pious bent ask: Didn't Jesus himself say that the poor 'mull

always be with us? Still others just want to rest; they are tired of the

struggle. There is a great temptation to stop banging collective heads

against the stone wall and be content with limited gains for sane, stagnation

and despair for those who are at the bottom of the heap. Ultimately, it is

a natter of choice, vthether to continue in the struggle for human renewal

and develorment or to go separate ways in the rtisguirled belief that an

individual can make it alone, that the hopes, destinies and survival of

other Blacks is in no way related to one's own.

4
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FIUME

Consider the financial crisis of the public schools. Those in large

urban areas are aoproachiir; bankrumtcy, if they are not bankrupt already.

Along with so many other city services, the costs of education have roved

well beyond the capacity of the municipal tax baseand the poor and powerless

are once again caught in the squeeze. It is ironic, however, that providing

an adequate education may well be, in the long run, far less costly than

allowing the school systems to decay and disintegrate.

Dr. Henry Levin, a Stanford University professor, recently conducted a

study for the bbndale Cermittee on Equal Educational Opportunity, and the

results should be given very wide public attention.2 Using failure to

carlete high school as his definition of inadequate education, he calcu-

lated the costs to the nation in lost income and in increased need for

welfare services and criminal rehabilitation. Taking only the males aged

25 to 34 in 1969 who had not graduated from high school, he determined that

the nation lost $237 billion dollars in incane and $71 billion in government

revenues. nut to have seen this groun through just a high school education

iloulci have cost only about $40 billion.

Some very elementary arithmetic will indicate whether or not adeauate

financing of education is or is 'not a sound investment--even though no one

has yet devised a way of measuring the differential in individual and social

health. If an appeal. to the American conscience does not produce results,

perhaps the case can be made sirvoly, in terms of economics: scrimping on

education is a dumb thing to do in terms of the Almighty Dollar. It Trust

he noted, however, that calculations such as these and others, relating years

of education to income received, are based on a rather important assumption
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namely, that jobs will in fact NI available for all those who seek then.

Yet, high uneAployment is a continuing problen of the econany; racism still

prevents many minority group meTtbers fran obtaining Positions for which

they are qualified; technology is eliminating routine jobs; and serious

auestions are being raised about the basic orientation of the economy

(e.g., toward tar and against ecology) . All these factors muedy the simple

egtiation of schooling and careers, yet they must be taken into account by

those whose chief concern is education. Clearly, as was indicated earlier,

education cannot be viewed in isolation: it is inectricably involved with

each item on the social agenda.

The traditional basis of support for public educationthe local

!?roperty tax---is, however, finally being given serious examination. The

California decision in Serrano vs. Priest rejects the property tax as the

main source of educational revenue because reliance upon the property tax

dictates that the quality of the school system is a function of local wealth.3

It is a violation of the equal protection clauses of the Constitution, ruled

the judge in that case, when the quality of a chill's erlucation depends

almost entirely on the econcmic health of the carmunity in %hich he happens

to resi-le. The implications of that decision for Blacks and other minorities

are clear, since most live in poor ccnnunities. The implications were not

lost on the affluent either, and there will he strong opposition to a de-

parture from past practice.

but even if new formulas are devised for allocation of educational funds,

will it necessarily mean a boon to Blacks and other minorities? Equalizing

per pupil expenditures across a given state nay be appealing at first glance,

6
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but without careful calculation; the ninorities and the poor may once again

be shortchanged. Pny formaa has filo pa.-ts: input is irportant, but

there 1:11St be at least equal concern about output. If Blacks and other

minorities are to be educated in a manner which will put them on a com-

petitive basis with those from the wealthy suburbs, schools serving the poor

arb.1 minorities may well require considerably higher allocations. As long

as this society permits so many of its people to live in degrading circum-

stances, to suffer inadequate health services, to survive on the crumbs of

a so -called culture which has systematically insulted and excluded then--as

long as that situation continues (and there is little sign that massive re-

form of social 'zonations is imminent) , then urban schools will have to be

better staffs! an-1 crillirv'ed, more connre.hensive then their suburban and

affluent counterparts.

:ow can anyone in his right rind pretend that a youngster--no ratter how

attentive, how jpunctual, how well-behaved--who goes to a decaying school,

is taught by inexperienced or hostile teachers, has no access to art or

music or recreational facilities, has little or no examle of encouragement

to pursue a realistic career or college education --how can that youngster

possibly compete? By the tit-ye he's out of elementary school, let alone

high school, he's so far behind the starting line that it's ludicrous. Is

that his fault? Is a racist society to continue in its ccmfortable illusion

that it has had no hand in the screening out of minorities? Is it any

Wonder that so nany Blacks and other minorities leave school before gr-alua-

tion? Graduation is no panacea, hut in a credentialeA society, a diplcma

opens doors.

7
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The voucher plan is st P. 7101 develorrent which, at first

glance, shows pronise of redressing sore educational grievances. Unfor-

tunately, it quickly shcis fatal signs of having :heen conceived in the

Utortian world of classical econcnics where the "invisible hand" will make

sure that simply and ..:e and balance neatly in a free marketplace. In the

real 'world, unfortunately, things nay not be so tidy. A fmnilv in Forth

Philadelphia, in Pruitt-Igoe in St. Louis, or TJawndale in Chicago, may

simply not be able to rnirchase with its voucher a quality of education even

approxinating what the affluent family in Scarsdale, tlew York or !annetka,

Illinois can buy. Voucher plans alone cannot 71.31..:e up for the years of

neglect nor allay for the additional needs which poor, oppressed chilaxen

bring to t.hz. schools.

It is important, then, to take careful note of the ferment surrounding

educational finance, and to be as wary as ever of new proposals surfacing,

whether for sources of revenue or for distrihition. The value-added tax,

for instance, which the President is contemplating as a stop -pan to avoid

reform of the federal incorie tax, is a regressive tax. which will be borne

by consumers, not corporations. The Pdvisory Cc rnittee on Intergovernmental

relations is supposed to be looking into ways to counteract the regressive

nature of this tax, but pest experience indicates that one should not accept

aalinictrative proposals on faith alone. Tlarden has pointed out that one

interesting by-product of the current discussions of the VAT may tell be

rer.oval of educational legislation fron the traditional Senate and House

coinittees to the far less sympathetic Vays and Means or Finance corrmittees.4
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ntaowarroir;

For many concerne t7ith the abysmal state of the public schools, hope

seers to lie in one or another of the many new schees for classroaa or

school reform. But frequently they nose rore questions than answers. T1hat

about alternative schools? How does one distinguish among then? rrnat

clvi:le_nce is there that they provide the skills and the education needed to

allow Blacks and other rainorities to determine their am future options?

Even.rore important, what are the sources of fun-3.ing or financial support

for these alternatives? ilust they always operate on "soft money," while

the bulk of tax revenues continue to flow to schools which have demonstrate)

their inability to educate, even in the cost ruflimen tary way? 73.11 these

alternatives become convenient clumping grounds and enclaves for students,

mostly Blacks, whaa existing public schools have neither the skills nor

the inclination to deal with on a regular basis?

A critical danger is the possible use of poor black children as

"guinea pigs," particularly when the experiment is really meant to alleviate

the private hangups of a few individuals. Lnforrel classrcans, for instances,

are almost everywhere touted as the latest manacea for a host of educa-

tional woes. Like the little girl in the old nursery rhyme, when they are

good, they are very, very goccl; but when they are bad, they are horrid.

Informality, grooviness, and all the rest may become convenient covers for

sloppiness and a general lowering standards. They mask the hard reality

that nothing worthwhile, least of all a good education, is gained without

discipline and hard work and while such innovations may in the short-run

make schools happier places for sane children, in the long run they may well

9
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become a new fora rt of natzonizilg rut-down These kils aren't really

capable of serious effort; so make sure they have fun.

Arthur Pearl in his excellent article on the new informalism which

appearel in Social Polio, about a year ago, punctures many of the balloons

blom 1.11 by the informality advocates.5 He does not deny that rigidity or

irrelevance or coercion commonly characterize many public schools; but

he cannot buy the prescription of those who loroulti simply throw up their

hands, turn schools over to kiis, and abandon adult responsibility for

leadership, guidance and teaching. The fact that sane curricula are

irrelevant, does not lead hira, he says, to the conclusion that he cannot

identify relevance and teach it. To quote Dr. Pearl; There is a body

of lamledge to be taught and a position to be taken through it, and

supported by it, against parochialism against poverty and misery.'6

Equally damaging is the kind of rhetoric heard from sane who try to

Persuade youth that sane subjects are screhow foreign to black soul.

Efforts to inculcate pride in black identity, to teach a more honest

version of history, to recognize the drama and grandeur of the African

past, are laudable and necessary as an antidote to years of dishonesty

and racism and methodical suppression of ethnic identity and self-respect.

it the needs of the black community for lawyers, doctors, engineers,

planners, scientists and educators will not be met by young people, regardless

of Irsw camitted they are to black develorment, who are not learning political

science and chelistzy and physics.

10
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And finally; consieler !bat .does that tern lean to

Llacks ard other minorities? They alrey beer. ..?..e-scenoolod, deprived,

de-motivated and, too often, .ddimanizel the misting educational syster4.

They don't need another vehicle to to to the better vthat too many Once-

tional institations have already Cone very well inde.eft through the years.

Dasi les, this is a creJ.entialed society, requiring eiplaral, certificates,

Jearees Eirr.3. other starrs of arrroval to enter most of the "ore powerful

and lucrative positions. 'bile many of these credentials are meaningless

in the more important ways or unnecessarily difficult to obtain, few can

afford the lutury of ignoring then even while efforts to ny)".ify than are

intensified. necks and other minorities -don't need to invent new ways

to be kept out of the system; that has been done for then by others 1,7ho

were experi:s. They want: in, not '.it. A-rore pragmatic way to attack the

prol-den of noneducation and inferior education is to force those insti-

tutions charged with the responsibility for educating to do just that:

educate children and youth or get out of the way so others can get ahout

their business. One should not be 77eceival by tbe net./ sym?.olic crusades.

71:-.ernal vigilance is essential if the poor and minorities are to avoid

becaning victims of the kliversions and blind alleys they have endure

so lone. Mite folks aren't about to pay for their education out of the

goodness of their hearts. True elyicational ecraality should be argued

and fought for, not as a favor or a son, hit as a sour?: investment in a

healthy and viable society

11
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Tihen anrxropriate courses study en' rtettrets anct techniques for

black students are being aebated, it night be tell to ecanine more closely

the aanples set by many blade:. colleges. Through the years, these in-

stitutions --starved for banes, struggling for survival, besieczed on all

sides by hostile, racist whites who wanted to keep Blacks ignorant and

uneducatel--took the products of inferior, segregated southern ard northern

schools and tarnel tin into corpetent profersiona.ls and outstanding

ler-b:iers. One of the reasons Blacks have been able to develon leaders in

nany fieLis is because these institutions existed. Unfortunately, Chicanos,

Puerto Ricans and Indians had no such institutions in this country.

7n innovation which has receivei far less publicity than sine others,

harever, is one with eatreraely dangerous inplkati'ons the use of drugs

to control the behavior of chil.ir-m in the classroom. Hat Hentoff, writing

in the Village Voice, has ymoduced a frightening indictment of the collusion

a-aang drug companies; doctors e-rployed by school systems, and teachers.?

Flthough only about 100 pediatric psychiatxists in the country are qualifipel

to diagnose and treat the !Animal brain dysfunction Imam as hyperkinesis,

far which certain drugs have, in fact, proved helnful, prelininary investiga-

tion hrts revealel that thousands of school children have been trIlacel on a

regine of behavior modification drugs, without proper testinrr, without careful

monitccing, and often in total disregard of parental concern and orTositim.

It shoull. not be necessary to point out that the victims are frequently

children en of the poor and the powerless. Hentoff comments. 'Me so-called

'divergent behavior' is a desrerate reaction to teachers and .40 nistrators

who don't knal what to do with kits %/113 do not fall into their 'special

Eleology about Una iLling to recognize their owl deficienies

12
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as elucaters, these schc,:l personnel , in alliance with sane physicians,

turn

in a

to drugging children as the 'easy' way to solve their own problems

classrocrq. '3

The proposals for innovation, for reform, for change are apparently

endless in their variety. Sane may be well-intentioned, I-nt noorly con-

ceived and executed. Some may cost so much that they can reach at best

only a minute proportion of the children who would benefit f7771. them.

Corte, like the drug therary described above, ray be actually malevolent and

harmful to children. As with schemes for reform of educational finance,

iariness and careful analysis should precede endorsement.

POLITICS

snbject we rust canine carefully is the politics of schools

and elucation. The educational system of any country is one of the primary

mils of socialization for its citizens. Any society will attest to in-

culcate within its citizens the basic values, phil000phy, beliefs and

traditions of the society through its schools, along with other institu-
9tions. Cbractunity conol of the schools is inevitably, then, like other

school-related rtroblems, an issue which is nolitical in nature.

Cormunity control is a topic which has upset educators all over the

country, largely because of the potential ramifications of the New York

City controversy of several years ago. It might be pointed out in passing

that here is another interesting elcample -like bussingof American

double-think. when whites demand ccrinunt::y control, it is regarded as

logical, normal and avi.u.ol.a.iate. In fact, they don't need to demarrl it,

13
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because they have alt ays hal it'. 1)ut once Blacks begin to talk about

control, blood pressures sky-rocket, eves bulge and people begin to see sate

dark and devious plot being concocted by militants and revolutionaries.

Derrick Bell of Harvard University Law School has pit the issue in proper

perspective. "The essence of connunity control," Bell says, "is the sense

of parents that they can and do influence policy- Waking in their children's

school in Lays beneficial to their children. Parents in highly rega, rclel

submban school cormunities have this sense, and in varying flegrees, teachers

and administrators in those schools convey an understanding that their

job success depends on satisfying not the board or union but the parents

whose children are enrolled in the school."
10

Or as John Snith of roward

University said :we succinctly: "Hite schools are not 'better' because

whites are superior, but because those responsible are required to act

responsibly. "1'1'

oorrainity con-rol is clearly an understandable and worthrihile itei on

the black educational agenda. The systeiatic favoritism for whites and

planned inferiority for Blacks is too well documente2 to bear repeating.

But when black parents, driven to desperation by the continued refusal or

inability of white-controlled school systems to educate their youngsters,

talked about taking over, the atteipts to suppress or subvert cceraunitv

control began. In Detroit and New York, where state-naniated redistricting

and local boards have been established, the results have not given disen-

franchised Blacks much to cheer about. I1arilyn Gittell, one of this

country's major analysts of elicational rolitics, suns up the problem by

saying that 'here election of local boards is not a guarantee of a re-

distribution of power.' She notes that professionals have seen to it

.14.

1

1

1
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that boundaries and election nrr,. N.-:_ra such as to assure continued

control by the old forces= that in any case organized groupseven those

such as parochial parents with no direct interest in the public schools- -

are favored: and that local hoards are Limited to dealing with "at best

ninor housekeeping arrangements. .12
Barbara Sizemore's analysis of the

Chicago TTociaawn School leads to similar conclusions- there the caTtunity

board was simply an advisory group, recornereing policies, not controlling

much of anything.13

The critical issue, of course, in any discussion of corrnunity control

is the definition of control. Is control simply a meaningless term whereby

the Ickinixrun administration can keep the slaves content, a formula without

substance, a device for decentralization of systems too massive for coherent

governance? control should man paler, nasty as that word may he power

to make decisions about staff and curriculum, and to make tb rleasiona

stick. Control means money to implement new program:, build iilrlings,

hire personnel. T7ithout paler, T.iithout money, control is a fraudulent,

amp/ slogan. It is crucial to .-igA1 with reality, not rhetoric.

Phi Lip rera_nto, who has noted with interest the paucity of poLitical

analyses of school governance, concludes that the only hope for rejuvenating

urban school system lies in greater black representation in both legisla-

tive bodies and in school administration. "Only if blacks are at least

moderately successful in '*inning these battles will the quality of educa-

tion in American cities be measurably improved," he writes. The irsnediate

past has dcronstrated that the quality of education available to groups

in Therican society is not unrelated to the political, power of the various

.14
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The fact that Blacks have already becane a majority in many cities

(if not in the general ponulation, certainly in the school population)

argues for operation of the school system for the benefit of black children.

But Inez. ely because Blacks become a majority is no guarantee that things

will improve. Financial support for basic services--education, transrorta-

tion, welfare, housingis slowly but surely being shifted frcri the local

level to state and federal government. As Blacks and other minorities

approach or become the majority in urban areas, gerrvriandering of political

boundaries and metropolitan scherte.s proliferate in transparent attemnts

to dilute or deny political represenation, once again, to these historically

disenfranchised and powerless groups. There are other develop ants oc-

curring which may well undercut any kind of meaningful cararainity control.

In 1701 York State, for instance, the :TA and UFT have united to form one

ronolithic teachers organization. If dealing with the union in Hew York City

was an iiipossible task for local boards, how can Blacks and other minorities

hope to negotiate and deal with a statewide organization of over 200,000

ned-lers.15

)n.1 it doesn't stop with teacher organizations. Increasingly there

are calls for regional or interstate 'plans programs and no one can

deny the need or good sense behind such appeals for transcending artificial

boundaries. The probleris of tzransrortatim or air pollution certainly do

not respect political divisions. But wl.lat must be understood is that

carunity control, in and of itself, nay play itself out as another hoax on

minority groups. Even assuming that they were able to get themselves

together--organized,united, articulate --as a carmunity or even city-wide

group, what good viould that do, if the action has moved to a higher level of
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government or if thz.. resources are so pitifully few that nothing much

can be accomplished anyv*ay. one nay he pranoted fret clerk to president

of the bank, but the plush office will be a rtasn_i.ngless symbol if all of

the depositors have taken their money and gone elsewhere.

blacks and other minorities all have a lot to learn freer oarticipa-

Lion in the decision-making process. Competence in governanceno more

than in any other field-does not corm overnight, and it may -en be as
16sane, including Barbara Sizemore, have argued, that .7.1.acks are still at

a stage in their devalcgtent as a people there separatism is a healthy and

necessary phenomenon. rat they must beware of still another rip-off.

The question of corrunity control requires caution, and eyes wide open to

see ilat is being controlled and clhat resources are available to make

that control effective.

In the Drown decision of 1954, separate schools were declared in-

herently unequal. Doctnentation of the inequalities had been providal by

Don', Ca liver and others .
17 Sexton and !Ilse, wrong others, have shown

that schools serving the poor outside the south also received an unequal

share of the resources of all kinds. That happened after 1954, however,

was that many people, both black and iihite, assumed that !nixing black and

white children in schools and classrooms could magically provide quality

education. FEA1 people confronted the bard realities of what quality

education neant or T.nulcl cost. Fel dealt with the reality of racist
teachers and adainistrators, rigid organizational arrangements, harsh

disciplinary procedures unequally amli.91 and the psychological violence
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visited upon black children tic rpuld he bussed to newly desegregated

schools. Segregated schools hai nrove,.. damaging, but the rain and anger

of desegregated schools has been no less damaging in too many cases.

Samuel Etheriese, the National Education Association's director for

teacher rights; has docented and Publicized the scandalous treatment

of blaci- teachers and principals in the South during this period of desegrega-

tion.19 In the school year just past, Etheridge reports that 6207 black

educators were dismissed, denoted, assigned out of field or unsatisfactorily

placed in five southern states. reel less to say, the horror did not end

there. Students have also suffered their share of the Intlties. Literally

thousands have been expelled, throm out, physically brutalized and psy-

chologically assaulted. A survey which covered less than ten per cent of

all the school Alstriots in the eleven Southern states uncovered these

figures: 12,633 students suspended: 1,470 students arrested, and 22,978

students out of school for sore reason or other, including expulsion.

Intimidation, violence and even nurder has attended the passing of the

Southern way of life. And yet there are other instances in which young

People of both races have been able, with wise and natient adult guidance,

to explore their misconceptions and fears and frustrations together, and

to move on to respect and friendship, putting their elders to shame.

The fact that black school children and teachers are being systemati-

cally repressed or impoverished is not nem. gut when such develorments

occur as the consequence of inplementing a goal --desegregation or integration- -

for which people have fought and &tea, it is depressing and alarming in

the extreme. That many Blacks have turned away from the usual. struggle

18
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and begun to advocate separatism nay be ironic, nay seen a contradiction

of .*.rich that has gone before, but it should hardly be viewed as a sur-

prising develogient by the press or anyone else.

Black people didn't invent or create two separate societies. It

was the Kerner Commission which noted that the ghetto was created, main-

tained and controlled by white society. It was the Kerner Cormission which

1 f.
I.7arneil of a polarized society, senarate and unequal.20 . can one ex-

pect when oppressed Blacks and other minorities xlatch their children

eriarge fra school uneducated, tmequippel and psychologically damaged.

Tracking, testing, counseling, and guidance contribute to this and are

vieted as means of keeping black folks ignorant. Is it any WOnder that

nem le begin to say they will use any means necessary to see that their

children are no longer dehunanize.1?

Y3t urtlerstandable as these reactions nay be, the focus must always

he clearly on quality education. If thpt can he proviled in desegregated

or integratei schools, good. nut--given the reality of housing patterns

and the intransigent opposition to bussing-it may well have to be pro-

vided, for many youngsters in the foreseeable future, in all-black schools.

In either case, the ultimate goal must continue to be a truly open

society, an open society in which all people can choose from along many

opticns. Blacks have been fighting for ontions for more than 300 years;

hunlreis of thousands have given their lives in the struggle. *.hether

Blacks went their chi iriren in deseuregated or integrated schools, they

rust have that right. This country clas built in no small part by the

sweat, blood and brains of Blacks. It is as much their country as other

19
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more favored groups, and they ar entitled to all the rights, privileges

and options available to the most favored of its citizens.

As Vernon Jordan anti otters have noted,
21 this period seam to be

the end of the second reconstruction. The potential for violence and

destruction which are beilcling up in this country is no less than

terrifying, not least because it is condoned, if not actually led, by

the top executive leadership in the federal government. If the policies

of this administration are not evil, they are at best stupid and

shortsighted. This administration seems to have far more confidence

than is warranted by history and the emerience of human nature that

lv.nign neglect' in racial conflict will somehow serve to appease white

racists into a more broad-TM/12e outlook. Apparently it has not yet

learned that the quest for self - aggrandize mt at the expense of other

'inferior peonies" is an appetite which is never satisfied. Has the

lesson of Nazi Germany been forgotten so quickly?

I's early as February 197022 a top Presilential advisor was pro-

!munding the theory that the ship of integration had gone dcmn and that

thrl President voull do well to disassociate himself, before it cost him

.more votes, frol a struggle which was hound to fail. It seems obvious

that he has taken that advice. Thousarrls of citizens, black anti white

alike, have agonized and v.mrkel tcwir1 the goal of equal opportunity,

recognizing that their =mon safety and healthto say nothing of the

moral and Constitutional ohligationrequire no less. ;law they are con-

fronted by the stunning and sorry srectacle of a leader who panders to the

20
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T.orst elerents in the indivlual or collective American mentality, and

inflames racist and selfish desires or fears in a classically dertagogic

hid for re-election. The President has tall-sx1 a great dal al'nut honor

in recant years; hit it is extrmnely iliffieult to caravel:mg. hot7 he lefines

it 7".tv sun fitting Constitutional saf.eauar-Is to ponular vote? Urrlercutting

the cbty of the Suorerle Court to protect the Constitutional rights of

minorities? Prorosing legislation which T.. mulec1 return this nation not

sir -1y to the thinking of Plessy vs. Ferguson, but even further hack to

the concept expressed in the Drel Scott decision: T1 Ailegroes are)

altogether unfit to associate with the white race. . no far inferior

they (have) no rights which the white nan (is) bound to respect. . ."

The nation neels neoole who, in view of these dicheartenbr an?

Involorsients, are crrnitted to fan and vigilant pirsuit of

an open society, including the lo.r.egregation of the schools and the 'means

to make flesegregation possible. This is not to ignore the fact that many

schools are now, and will continue to he, all or al,-"ost all black: the

children in those schools cannot be nenalized any longer for an accident

of geography. nut there are examples of excellent black schools frorT.

T.'hick to learn. riche goal relain.s: a national educational syste' in

which black and white and irileed all children will learn from one another,

ana in snits of one another, what life in a world of diversity aryl change

is all about.
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EDUCATION

Equally serious problens face Blacks who wish to obtain tnlergraduate,

graduate or professional training. But first, the topic of higher educa-

tion for blacks should he placed in historical rersoectivet For many

years, of course, black colleges ccriorised virtually the sole mans for

Blacks intent on obtaining post-s(mondary education. In leal, as late as

196e, almost en% of the baccalaureate degrees awarled black students were

grantel by black colleges, and almost 50% of the graduate or professional

legrees.23 Earl ricrzath emphasizes, in the initial pages of his study of

Negro colleges, that if young black peonle are to receive a higher

education, the institutions MI prirerily serving Negroes rust, for a con-

7,0

siderable spEui of years, provide it."

People may argue, as they do, about whether these colleges e founded

to assist newly freed blacks assume their rightful role in a free society

or to reinforce se7egation and subservience. The fact remains that black

colleges have performed heroically in provilirg education for generations

of black people and that they have lone ro in the face of overt-tell-ling

olds against their very survival. To this riayr they have been starved for

fundsana have, therefore, had poor facilities and lor-y salaries. They

have had to engage in enorrous amts of reiedial work because zany of

their stucle.nts cane fa-rra schools organiled around planned inferiority and

acadenic deprivation. Aril reke no mistake about it: it was planned, overtly

in the dual school systei in the South and covertly in the ghettos of the

North. The deliberate design has been alluded to and documents`? by such

diverse writers as Ambrose Caliver, Horace Nam Bond, Henry Allen Hillock
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and in the monumental work of Gunnar. 'lyr(1.al.25 Dubois, again the

visionary, sairl years ago that-.

The :Tegro race, like all races, is going to be
served by its excentional rcen....Now the training
of men is a difficult and intricate task. Its
technicrie is a natter for educaticnal ennerts, but
its object is for the vision of seers. If we make
money the object of nan-training, we shall develop
noney-makers, but not necessarily pen; if we TISIk3
technical skill the object of education, Tle nay
possess artisans but not, in nature, Tnen.26

ait most whites, especially the philanthropists, were not interested in

the t,.--aining of then" and this a tragic cycle was initiated.

Students in black collages and even the alumni have rarely been in

a rosition to support than, through high tuitions or generous bequests.

Financial weakness in the colleges and lack of depend for trained Meeks

in a segregated and discriminatory society ccribined to limit their offerings

to 'safe' field-3, like education, social T-Tork and religion. Even the fel

professional schools were 'initial to proviang training for tlx:ee careers

whiCh could be pursued in the black cal-amity: medicine, law, theakriy.

The tragic cycle was repeated over ancl over: athitious young Blacks had

no opportunity to study advanced science or business aclministratian,

tk e. white graduate schools or enployers ere provided with an easy out

for their Lack of black students cr employees. !3ut regardless of their

crushing problem, black colleges did and continue to provide the

vast majority of educated black leaders. Fra:t their alumni have ccrie not

only the 1..e11.-lalcwn spokesmen for the whole spectrum of black consciousness,

but also the quiet supporters for the thousand -arri-one nrojects and programs

attempting to gain freakm, opportunity and rxmer for black people.
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Look at ghat black irstiiiczions have done, for instance, in providing

sxofessional training. 17av it is quite clear that Blacks are still

under represented in all the higher Professions. For instance, only two

percent of this country's practicing physicians are black. The proportion

of attorneys is extremely unequal: one for every 750 whites; but only one

black attorney for every 5,000 blacks. The story is similar for other

post-baccalaureate programs; only 1.72 percent of graduate enro31ment

is black, and of all the Ph.D.'s granted betmeen 1964 and 19S, only .78

percent went to Blacks. But without TWiarry anal liaAr.rd, the record 1.nulti

be minaginably lorse. These two are still providing tin vast najority

of black doctors and dentists. The Carnegie Caimission on nigher Dducation

retorts that in 1968-69, out of 35,000 17.D. candidates in the nation, 393

were at roJard and 269 at Peharry. Less than 1 percent of the students

in other rmlical schools were black...out of 15,403 dmtal students en-

rolled, 1:35 were at Fieharry aryl 310 were at bard. Only 21 of the 59

dental schools, other than Ibwarl_ arrl -q.e.harry, had arty black students,

and raost of these had only one. _27 Onsrite t1 e. fact that these figures are

beyond dispute, at a recant social event one of the affluent white "liberals"

!Present refused to accept their validity. Ile offered no refutation other

than his contention they were inaccurate: 17e could not accept the fact

that in the 1970's black institutions were still carrying the ra.jor bur-

den of prwiling black professionals in ].ay 7: medicine and dentistry, not

to mention basic undergraduate education for Blacks.
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Tlhile the gallant efforts and real successes of the black colleges

in the past should be ap7reciated arrl receive enesorselent, it must be noted

that the leseriregation gradually taking place in higher education has its

price. For instance, the integration of institutions which were formerly

PrektuLnantly black poses the clanger of reducing rather than expending

access of black youth to higher education. The Carnegie Cornission says

this, for instance-

/Among historically black colleges, three recently
reported that more than 50 nercent of their students
Tere white: Bluefield State College, 69 percent
white; Tlest Virginia State College: 73.3 percent
white; and LincoLn University, Missouri, 51.6 petcent
white.-23

71aryla_nd State College 1,ecame ,mart of the University of laryland,

ant nine preloninantly Negro junior colleges in Florida were closed in

or ler to integrate their student-a: into white junior colleges. Before one

can determine whether these intar.ation efforts represent advancement of

the black cause, he s_hould T.That happenel to the black young reople

who might have gone to Bluefield State or to Lincoln University, Missouri.

Tbre orcortunities availa!Jle to then in nrekninantly White colleges?

The "black ?main drain is another cause for concern. The

scrambling by many sectors of society for black students and professionals

is certainly a refreshing change: hit one must guard against satisfac-

tion with Tare tokenism. The recruitment of topnotch students or pro-

fessors than black colleges to white ones may renresent a net loss, not

gain. The installation of a Black as a snecial assistant in an otherwise

T:thite office is too frequently winimiressing at hest, and at turst nay
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serve as an excuse for avoiding the need for basic institutional change

to meet the needs of the black commit/. The days for basking in the

reflected glory of the achievements of one or two have long since gone:

opportunity rust be available to every one.

As recently as 1969 more than sin per cent of the white population

(25 years or older) had graduated fran college, as opposed to only three

percent of the Blacks. More than half the white population of this country

had at least a high school diplana, but less than one third of the black

ropulation had graduated from high schoo1.29 Has there been an improve-

ment in this sitaation? It's hard to say. Figures on current enrollment

of Blacks in colleges and universities vary fran a high of 484,000 re-

ported (1970) by the Census Bureau to a low of 356,836, rejaorted by the

ITT Office of Civil Rights. One can only speculate about the disputed

125,000 bodies. Indeed, rlias Blake, in his paper prepared for the

National Policy Confc.rance on Education F.or Blacks last April, states,

"Despite all the publicity on incrlases, no studies of any caTrehensive

nature exist with solil anw se.rs to these questions..."3° (i.e., of how

many blacks are enrolled, in lilhat kin?. of programs, leading to what) .

Equally mystifying is the exact proportion of black yeungsters in nre-

daninantly blach colleges or in predaninantly white, be they private or

state-supported. The Southern Education Reporting Service conducted a

survey of the 100 state universities and land-grant colleges, and found

that (with the exception of these institutions which were originally all

black) the percentage of black students ranged from a high of not quite

3% in institutions in the Midwest to a low of less than 11/2 in the Far West ,1
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It is not just rfte.thenatical inaptita3.e that PlAes one suspicious of

figures: it is the all-too-ccramon phenormon of non-existent, scrappy or

inconsistent data which, in this age of corriuters, is hard to understand

or excuse. But of course it should not be necessary to note that even

if there were an accurate clear picture of black scent enrollment, one

would still need to ask the even more important questions about quality

and prcductivity.

The efforts of some colleges and universities to expand access to

higher education to minority youth have been lauded by a few, lout they

have triggered anxiety and outright opposition among many more, including

the Vice President. The late Tlhitney Young, Jr. and Ermon Hogan provided

an excellent response to those who, "when they grumble about ' lxwer standards'

are really using code terms for keeping blacks out." They write: "...it

has been clearly demonstrated that now traditional terms of admission

prer3ict little or nothing eout teat a minority student will do in college

or about his potential after graduation. At the same time, it has been

clearly shown that lack of motivation is not a problem where genuine op-

nectunity exists r academic skills can be acquircd; and persons once

thought uneducable at the college level, based on high school records,

College Board test scores, and cut-off points, are now succeeding in their

studies.... 'he best way of detemining T./hetler a potential student is

capable of college Inork is to admit him to college and evaluate his per-

,32
forrnance there.
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Ten admissions, like &' many other highly publicized new programs,

cannot be regarded as the solution to the disproportionate representation

of minorities and the poor in higher education. Indeed, some serious

auestions must be raised about certain programs which permit students

to enter but do not provide the supportive services, counseling, remediation

or financial backing which will make it possible for then to remain.

Similarly, the proliferating carrounity colleges must be carefully watched

to see whether, as has been charged by sane,
33

they are in part becoming

a convenient device to screen out applicants for the universities and

direct then into lower- status and even dead-end jobs.

ti

The enormous expense of a college education is well-known, and cost

alone will continue to bar the college door to pony aspiring poor youngsters

whose families are totally unequipped to help them. It is doubtful that,

even with the 'mergence of new Federal aid to higher education, this

country has yet made a ccranitront to ensuring that all its talented young

people, regardless of their social or economic circumstances, will have

an opportunity to engage in advanced stndy.

Even if adewate financial support were assured, very serious

problems remain. The pressures on black students, particularly on the

recently desegregated campuses, are extremely severe. 'Boo many black

youngsters; unfortunately, are confused, misled, and finally .lernoralized

by self-proclaimed leaders who subsist on an ideology or program based on

half-truths and a single strategy. Trying frantically to get their bearings,

these youngsters have few opportunities to obtain symT)athetic and sane

advice and examples, and they fall prey to fools and charlatans. One

ti
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black college president tells of looking out his window late one night

to see one of his better students tearing up the grass on the college

green. Men the student was invitod in and asked what he ms doing, he

replied° "I'm planting food to feed all the hungry brothers and sisters."

I.:bother that particular trip was caused by drugs or something else is

beside the point. 'ghat matters is that seer of the brightest young people

today are being banbardel with false information, conflicting theories

and misleading signals without any corresponding method for evaluating

then or sorting then out.

A very disturbing clevelorment on scrte predominantly white campuses

is the establistrnent of special colleges for open aanissions students,

Blacks, Chicanos and Puerto Ricans. These colleges are separate,

identifiable and often run by Blacks end other minorities. But if these

colleges becane the repositories for all of the disenfranchised and op-

pressed, what of their future? Bow much money will be available for then

when Blacks, Chicanos and Puerto Ricans go out of style? Mat about the

responsibility of existing departments and colleges to change their

staffing patterns and curricula? Permitting or encouraging such separatisn

rtvay becane a part of the new racismt give then their thing and let then

do it7 we will be done with then, and good riddance. If quality is not

established and maintainel, if staff is not ca rpetent and omitted, if

skills and education are not directed to careers of the future, Blacks

and other minorities will soon realize that they have been had, ;.it in a

trick bag once again, arYI rinoed off in the name of progress.
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Art Thanas, Director of the Center for the Study of Student Rights

and Responsibilities, sunned up the challenge facing Blacks concerned

about young people. ']lack people have to realize," he said 'that one

white dude can cane into an audience of 2,000 black people and act like

he's in the majority. That's a very powerful thing, when a white racist

society has conditioned a white dude to believe he is superior, to act

like he's in the majority even when he's in the minority. Black people,

if we are going to survive, have to develop within our children the

belief that they are beautiful, that they are brilliant, and that they can

do anything they make up their minis to do. If we can educate our

children at an early age to believe in themselves, the question of integra-

tion or separatism will not be important because of black pride. ?]hen you

can put one black child in a school with one thousand white children, and

ke knows he is powerful, that he is brilliant, then the thousand white

children will riot affect his confidence. By the same token, you can have

one thousand black students in a school together who live, trust, and

respect each other, and they will lelow that they are together and can

accanplish anything they set out to acconplish."
34

Learning how to deal with overt and covert racism may be depressing,

frustrating and difficult in the extreme. But it is an essential cart of

the educational experience for all minority young people. If they are to

deal effectively with whites in later life, as they must, they might as

well begin on the campuses. They cannot do so by retreating to the

illusory havens pranised by separate courses of sttzdy, dormitcwies or

other exclusive minority programs. Harold Cruse, that perceptive and biting

3Q
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critic of the black intelligentsia, lays bare the hollowness of much

of the separatist rhetoric. "The Negro intellectual," he writes, "must

deal intimately with the white power structure and cultural apparatus, and

the inner realities of the black world at one and the same time....he

cannot he absolutely separated from either the black or white world. "
35

Calling on radical Blacks to develop "a social theory based on the living

ingredients of Afro - American history," 36 he accuses them of disdaining

profound theoretical and scientific examination of historical facts in

favor of "passion, emotionalism and prejudice 13ut while they are

caught up in this fervor, he warns, the white per structure will be

busy doing their thew" and practice for them.38

Even earlier, TI.E.B. Dalois had defined the black situation: "Once

and for all he wrote, "let us realize that we are Americans, that we

were brought here with the earliest settlers and that the very sort of

civilization frcn which we came made the canplete absorption of Western

males ani customs itrerative if we were to survive at all in brief,

there is nothing so indigenous, so completely 'made in America' as ere ."39

And Irtamu Baraka, still known to many as Leroi Jones adds: "The paradox

of the Negro experience in America is that it is a separate experience but

inseparable from the canpiete fabric of American life....In a sense, his-

tory for the Negro before ? America must remain an motional abstraction.

Such words are sobering but Much needed as restraints to those who are

tennted however understandably, to escape into an all-black world.
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Education is a complex topic almost every issue raised in these

few brief pagesand many others to which no reference has been made here- -

could well become the sole topic of an article, a chapter, even a book.

Exactly because of this complexity, it is always tempting to put on

blinders, to focus too narrowly on an immediate problem, to ignore the

annoying ranifications of events in tangential fields. But simplistic

analysis, simplistic solutions, will not do. Equal opportunity in educa-

tion will not become a reality overnighteven if funding increases

drastically, even if the busing cluestion is equitably resolved, even if

teacher training is improved, even if admission to college is guaranteed

to all who wish to apply. Suffice it to say there is work to be done, and

Ilork enough for everyone who seeks to forward the twin causes of quality

and equality.

Peter Drucker has some astute cannents on the current educational

crisis! "The school is not in crises just because it is suddenly doing

worse. Today's school does no poorer a job than it cliff yesterday; the

school has simply done a terribly poor job all along. But what we

tolerated in the past we no longer can tolerate. .Rather the school has

suddenly assumed such importance for the individual, for the contrainity,

for the economy, and for society, that we cannot suffer the traditional,

time-honored incompetence of the educational system....Today, access to

careers, to most opportunities, and to education is through the school.

We expect of the schooland it is a new expectation that no school has

met before--that most if net all students will really learn something...We

expect a person to find in school his basic experiences and the knowledge

foundation for his life.... (we) depend on the diploma, so we rightly demand

/1
that the schools perform better."'

1
But the clouds of racism and reaction
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to earlier gains are gathering and loam ominously over any discussion

inekr.oving education. Those who have read Sam Yette's book,

The Choice, whether they agree with him or not, will have some notion

of the possible dimensions of the storm. That, for instance, of recent

judicial decisions, such as the Supreme Court's action in permitting

juries to reach majority, rather than unanimaus verdicts in cases tried

in state courts? Or its upholding of the rights of private clubs to

maintain restrictive practices, even while they operate !rider liquor

licenses granted by the state? Tlhat of the psychologiste and others who

suggest rwonsideration of theories of genetic inferiority or predict an

increasing role for an elite meritocracy? tihat of the social analysts

who depict the "pathological" condition of the black family, or intimate

that a certain segment of society is destined (one can almost hear

'predestined') to mein in squalor or ignorance? re.lat of the consolidation

of power by organizations who oppose participation by the less poT7e.rful,

,.7hocare nothing for the views of poor or minority growls and ccrinunities?

None of those develorments is irrelevant to the concerns of those who

wish to improve education and increase opportunity.

Yet first on the educational agenda must always be the definition

and redefinition of that is meant by "quality." Faddists and hucksters

are ever eager to sell panaceas, to advocate the substitution of "pop ""

Shakespeare for the genuine article, to substitute grooviness for hard

work and discipline. (or, as someone has felicitously put it, to "grant

absolution oven where none was sought") . There is no substitute for

exposure to the riches of the past--not only the African or the Spanish

past, but the entire range of thinkers and civilizations. Only thus will
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the young be instructed in 'choir human potential, even while they learn

to moderate the arrogant Pretensions of so such of modern ideology. Cicod

education depends, too, on exposure to adultsnot simply teachers, but

many adults ilbo will counsel, encourage, advocate--adults who provide

models of cormitment and of integrity by living out in their own lives

what they presume to teach young people. And quality education demands

the provision of many options, alternatives and choices. It is--or should

he--well known by now that learning is a life-long process which varies

in rate and style from one individual to another. Yet one unfortunate

consequence of universalizing education has been the equation of learning

with school, as well as the subjugation of natural curiosity and interest

to "professionally" defined standards of progress and behavior and attitude

in the classroom.

Despite the confusion, dislocation and turbulent change which will

continue to impede the halting progress of this society toward realiza-

tion of its dream, there is some hope. The current liberation movements- -

black, female or youthmay prove-capable of liberating everyone from the

bitter residue of past failure and present fear. The demands, for instance,

being made by many Blacksfor quality education, for accountability by

teachers, for full funding, for desegregation--are not narrow and

self-serving. They are needed by all segments of society, and all segments

of society rich, poor, black, white--will benefit if they are met. But

it will not be easy, in a time of bitterness and frustration, to remenber

to convince others that the cause belongs to everyone. The most irnnortant

things for Blacks to rene'ber is that the struggle is about survival as

34
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human beings. In these difficult days and in the more difficult

tomorrows, the tenptation to strike out at each other for rerceived

differences in tactics and strategy will hear heavily upon thwl. It

is imperative that they resist and actively oppose such tendencies in

themselves and in others. Neither pointless violence nor abject

surrender will ne.rve, nor will idolizing or romanticizing of black leaders.

"Nalco lm X. " writes a perceptive member of the Institute of the Black

ld, "becane in his lifetime the quintessence of a free man....If we are

serious about the fundamental personal and structural changes which are

necessary for black reople to live, then we cannot fail to take Malcolm

as our novlel. In saying that, we are not focusing here on a specific

political 7.ethodology for change. Malcolm is the prime example of what

we must do if we want to prepare ourselves, not only for the struggle for

frecdarA, but for the possibilities inherent in freedom itself. Malcolm's

crucial decision, as a meter of an oppressed people, was to refuse to

accept the limitations imposed on Lin by the conditions of oppression....The

willingness to expose one's life to the nierciless glare of truth and to

rake vihatever changes truth demands, ...this is the epitane of a truly

religious, truly political man. This was Pgalcoln, and it must he us."43

Blacks are a humane and loving people, they care about each other.

Were this not so they xrould have long since perished under the weight of

over three hundred years of oppression. Their ability to continue to

struggle has been sustained by their basic humanity, their ability to

remain humane through centuries of physical and psychological violence.
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Ts that humanity has sustained then so they must now zealously nurture and

continue to develop it. Blacks - like other minority grows - do not have

to agree on everything, nor should they expect agreement on all things.

Unity, not uniformity must be the goal. They cannot make the fatal ris-

take of adopting the attitudes and behavior of their oppressors. Name

calling and labeling have little place in the struggle; they must look at

one another in terms of what each is doing to advance the program of black

survival and development. If the brother or sister is on the case, moving

:he agenda forward, right on! If they are not, they can be helped to join

the struggle, there is a role for everyone in the struggle for survival.

Thane really is no viable choice in this regard: the survival anfl

development of each black man anlwoman are intimately, inextricably and

inevitably linked to the fortunes of all black people, and ultimately to

the fortune of the human race.

36
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